This study traces the 5-year effects of California's Proposition 13 on the state's. "Big Eight" school districts' secondary curriculum. Personnel and parent representatives agree on influences behind curriculum change patterns. First, teacher reductions have led to larger and fewer sections of classes, decreasing students' scheduling options. Legislation requiring proficiency tests for graduation, as well as legislative and board demands for basic skills development, have also affected course offerings. There are, in addition, losses in materials, equipment, and support services. Specific course casualties include music and driver education, and while special education and remedial offerings have grown, many offerings that extend beyond core requirements have been eliminated. The result is that the old enriched academic experience may only be available to those enrolled in4private schools. In the year since the study, legislated curricular changes (additional fine arts courses required for graduation, for example) have combined with brightened economic circumstances, but the effect on either the nature or flexibility of the curriculum remains uncertain. The report includes a two -page bibliography and two appendixes. (KS) *************************************** * * **3. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the 'est that can be made from the original docum nt. *************************************** ***** ************************* school districts is reported. Secondary curriculum superintendents and a sample of teachers, counselors, and parents in each district were interviewed for this research. The principal. findings include nearly universal perceptions of reductions in course offerings in similar areas across all study districts, and a' common understanding of intimate ties between. financial pressures and these changes. Acknowledgment
Nowhere has the draw of the tax liMitation movement played longer than in California, even though its voters inaugurated a natioiwide tax revolt witn the passage of Proposition 13 in 1978.
Local agencies dependent on property taxes were spared immediate, shock six yi,mrs ago because a huge and growing state budget surplus replaced lost tax collections almost dollar for dollar in the years following the tax cut.
And for no institution has the long-run effect been less apparent than for California's schools, which secured a better deal than others at the state capitol as annual bail-out funds were disbursed by the Legislature (Catterall and Thresher, 1979) . .Yet We are beginning to see the effects of the financial reins applied to the schools as a result of Proposik tion 13.in the reduced range of services they are now offering to the state's children. What has become of the high school curriculum since 1978 is the subject of this discussion.
This analysis contributes to a comprehensive study of the effects of fiscal containment on services provided to children and youth in the state of California (Me4drich and Rubin, 1983 ). Here we explore the linkages between the financial effects of Proposition 13 on the one hand, and the curriculum offered to children in the state's public schools on the other. That financial hardship r-,adily translates into program reductions needs little documentation for anyone concerned with California schools since 1978, nor for other recipients of the tax revolt (see Collins and Lucove, 1982 , discussion of Massachusetts, for example).
Of interest to us instead is a richer story.
It is a story of curriculum change at a time when both fifiancial strains AND recurring demands improved pupil proficielcie, were playing upon decisior.-maKers at all levels of the public school system. As we point out in our conclusions, these remands include recent legislative enactments that may reinforce some of the changes we rr,ort here. IL is also a story of a substantial statewide property tax limit interacting with other major forces shaping California school finance during tne past four years.
M:Jt important, and at 7Jie he rt of this discussion, it is a look at just' which school-based services are sacrificed, and why, when budgets are squeezed.,
At one extreme, rWOnal views of institutional retrenchment suggest that what we find in today's curriculum might be interpreted as hn expression of social priorities for schooling--i.e., we retain ghat is most socially valued when progra. are pared. At another extreme, a systems view of schools suggests, that curriculum manipulation to accommodate financial losses may be largely governed by what can and cannot be changed by school leaders and policymakers. In practice, both views find some support.
A part of what is lost in retrenchment seems to reflect the "expendabilty" of particular courses of study in the eyes of decisionmakers.
'And a part more aptly confirms the presence of stvctural barriers within and surrounding the schools which deny their leaders the freedom to7choose what they lose.
,, See Cibulka, 1982; Phelan, 1983; and Taylor and Imhoff, 1982.) We suggest here that a longer-term view of responses to fisca.) containment is beginning to become apparent in California secondary schools.
We have chosen to focus on high schools for sev;-.ral reasons--because of the wide_range of services_they have-provided to south, because these services complement or o..,rlap with those provided by ,,on-school agencies (a topic of cominion works cited above), and because the differentiated programs at this level appear to have been systematically picked-apart, in California as funds have grown short. The results and rationales of this selection process are of great interest to us.
In contrast, and with some inconvenience to researchers, elemntary school programs typified by self-contained grade-level classrooms do not display their curricula 'as readily and will not be probed in any depth here, although important changes in their offerings have surely accompanied those we are examining.
Our view of school program change under the fiscal stresses caused by tax limitation has developed from a broader conception of curriculum policynaking in public education--so we first must acknowledge that various forces play either steadily or episodically on curriculum decisionmaktars.
(See Wirt and Kirst, 1983, p. 153-162; also Eisner and Vallance, 1974.) But the heart of our task is to describe the role of finance more generally as 2 contributor to this larger picture, and within this realm, the impact of Proposition 13 on curriculum-relevant aspects of California school finance. We also examine specific changes We do know the financial fortunes that California schools have experienced since Proposition 13, and the fact that levels of real support have declined in these years does not appear to be a coincidence.
The post tax-cut years lie in significant contrast to those leading up to them. General per pupil expenditures have increased about 33 percent in these years, whereas they might have been expected to increase by somewhat more than 50 percent during this time according to historical patterns.
Meanwhile, the general cost of living in the state has progressed by more than 60 percent. The net effect of these years on school finance appears to be that California's schools now have about 20 percent less real resources per pupil than they had in 1978, and have overall'budgets 25 percent below those of 1978 in real terms.
The role of Proposition 13 in this pattern results from its several provisions:
(1) the removal of nearly $6 billion immediately from overall tax collections in the state, (2)the loss of progressively increasing annual tax collections if assessments had been allowed to inflate with property values, and (3) from the measure's effective abolition of local tax increases to assist the schools. In effect, the taxing authority that Proposition 13 removed from public officials in California would have been able to more than make-up for the schools' budget shortfalls illustrated in Table 1 Organized as the "Big Eight" school districts in California (for their purposes of presenting a unified voice on many state-level education issues which affect them similarly), these districts listed in Table 2 enroll a fourth of the state's school children. We chose these districts because they represent such a large share of the pupil population, and thus we might gain the most from our inquiry resources.
The most important limitation of this selection with respect to characterizing the financial circumstances of districts generally in California is the fact that the districts are all comparatively high-spending districts, and this has_jlad an n e endent effect on their finances because of, The eight study districts are listed in But while reuular teaching staffs were generally maintained in the year following Proposition 13, repeated reductions'in numbers of teachers have been the first order effect of the financial squeeze that plagued the schools in subsequent years. These reductions were effected through teacher )ay-offs in two of the eight districts examined.and through non-replacement of many retiring or resigning teachers An all study districts.
And the processes of attrition were fueled by the financial uncertainties that Proposition 13 engendered.
In the spring of 1979, almost a year after the temporary bailout was-passed, most districts sent .layoff notices to as many as a third of their faculty members in anticipation of funding losses for the next year.
The legislature would not enact its budget until June or July, but by state law teachers must be informed by March 15 if they are not going to be rehired for the following school year. Even though state appropriations. allowing for continuation of teaching staff eventually passed in July of 1979, some of the teachers given notice had secured employment elsewhere, and a pattern of staff attrition had taken hold.
In the following years, all eight urban districts simply did not replace many teachers who retired or resigned their posts. This has meant that whatever priorities have reigned in the districts over the past few years, the schools have been restricted largely to their existing (and diminishing) teaching staffs for the purposes of carrying them out. We pursue further implications of this for the curriculum shortly.
Overall Patterns of Curriculum Change
As we indicated above, the patterns of curriculum change described by our respondents were characterized by overwhelming similarity--both among the individuals associated with given districts and across the entire sample. And what were identified to be driving, influences behind these changes were also practically universal.
At the heart of curriculum change in these districts are reductions in teaching staffs described above. Losses of material resources which support programs. are also universal in these districts. By state law, high school student must be given preliminary proficiency tests in the 10th and 11th grades, and districts commonly use the results el' these assessments to placc marginal or iai1ing pupils into newly established special classes.
The mathematics and science curricula have uniquely suffered from post-Proposition 13 circumstances in the schools. Non-replacement of teaching staff has resulted in teachers being reassigned to serve those areas of the curriculum which have been maintained. School districts have for at least a decade reported difficulty, in securing sufficient numbers of qualified math and science teachers, and incapacity to hire new teachers of any sort has exacerbated this problem. All of our study districts admit to growing numbers of non-majors teaching in these areas, and to customarily assigning teachers to teach such courses without the benefit of specific inservice training fo'r lack of resources to provide such opportunities.
Aa
Perhaps the most obvious effect of these changes taken together is seen in the nature of the course catalogue of theistate's high schools.
All districts studied report long lists of classes and specific support activities which have either been eliminated or reduced substantially since 1978.
The same classes and general areas of attrition were cited repeatedly, both across the various observers within each of our study, districts and across all districts commonly. With few exceptions, the following course offerings have come under fire in the aftermath of Proposition 13: have changed in addition to the directions of observed changes. Table 4 below presents these harder assessments for each of the eight districts studied.
The changes listed in Table 4 do not include assessment.;, such as many discussed above, which told of specific areas of curricular reduction without reference tf, the magnitude of change. The amount of detail and quantifiable information reported to us varied from district to district, further testifying (it seems) to the lack of systematic record keeping by central offices on the subject of the high school curriculum as we have defined it.
It is also apparent, as we review our notes, that certain districts have fared worse than others over the past .five years. Even though similarity of impact is a dominant finding of this research, districts such as San Francisco and Los Angeles have had their troubles compounded by severe enrollment declines. This directly affects the number of teachers maintained on staff, and the cuts in their offerings appear to be the deepest among the districts studied.
Conclusions
Our respondents frequently assessed the curriculum changes in their schools and districts in words that we have some comfort in applying to the larger world of California's urban schools as a result of our survey.
A steady withdrawal from the comprehensive, curricularly diverse high school of the early 1970s was the dominant characterization offered.
The unquestioned reality of shrinking resources over this five-year period, in part caused by the constraints of Work skills classes, such as manual arts training, and business service skills courses such as typing or notehand, have also suffered from low priorities in the eyes of both district decisionmakers and the students themselves.
And students who wished to extend themselves beyond the basic core of a secondary education found it increasingly difficult to do so within California's urban high schools.
The primary implication of these changes is that students (and parents) wanting experiences during the high school years which approximate those which were once commonly available were likely to go beyond the public schools to get them. Community service agencies other than schools are a very limited source of such opportunities, and access to private sources of instruction is generally governed by family financial capacity.
Thus, comprehensive education in the sense of enriched, academic experience may only be available in the more endowed and expensive private schools which are generally oversubscribed in California's urban centers.
The distributional consequences of the privatization of services r . 28 which were once available more commonly to all child, vn, although the subject of another analysis, seem alarming (see Medrich and Rubin, 1983;  also Duke and Cohen, 1983 This latter result will depend on how sustained the current economic boom proves to be, on how much of any added appropriations are simply channeled to teacher salaries, and finally on how much support the restoration of recent losses musters as spending decisions are made.
Legislative priorities for schools in 1984 do not seem to suggest that added resources will recreate the curriculum of ten years ago. Perhaps the schools will emerge from the period described here in a fashion analogous to that of America's steel industry in the current economic recovery--much of what was lost may simply not be replaced as the enterprise faces a future with altered senses of priority and technology. 
